
C1 BRAKE & SOLVENT

COPPER BRAKE LUBE
Copper lube for caliper, backing plate & brake shoe metal-to-metal
contact points. Excellent for starter drives. Anti-seize for bolts,
studs. Hi-temperature resistance up to 1800°F. Permanent
lubrication. Resists moisture, salt

10 oz. Can
(Brush n Cap) # BC L

X 100 SILICONE PASTE
Insulates, waterproofs ignition systems, hi-tension cables and wires.
Preserves brake hoses and dust boots. Prevents rubber from drying and
cracking. Lubricates, stops squeaking and sticking of rubber parts.
Prevents freezing. Protects from -70F to + 420F

8 fl. oz. Can (Brush n Cap) # BS-P

ECTO LUBE
A Synthetic Brake lube that provides lubrication and extended performance
for brake calipers and backing brake show contact points. 100% synthetic
for outstanding high and low temperature performance. It has no petroleum
or metal dust, Just as the O.E.M.’s recommend.

7.2 oz. Can
(Brush n Cap) # BS L



C2 BRAKE & SOLVENT

ACRY-SOLV

Solvent Cleaner
Fast, strong pre-sanding solvent Leaves
surface clean and dry with no oily film
Safe on enamels, lacquers, basecoat/clearcoat,
and urethane finishes.

20 oz. Aerosol # AA-S
Quart, # BSA
GalIon, # BSA-1
5 Gallon # BSA-5

ACRY-SOLV

Solvent Cleaner
The best all around shop solvent.
Excellent for detail dept.
Used by more service departments than any
other Crest solvent.
Fast and convenient spout top can.
Cleans up glass and body sealers quickly.
Removes road tar.
New round can designed to screw on to
Our rustproof and undercoat gun for fast
easy clean up.

32 oz. Quart # BSA



C3 BRAKE & SOLVENT

SUPER -SOLV

Solvent Cleaner
New High power delivery nozzle
really blasts the contaminates away.
Maximum Strength / Fast dry
Hard to paint plastics, Mold release agent.
Emblem and Decal adhesive.
Paint over spray & Pinstripping
Urethane sealant removal

20 oz. Aerosol # ASX

SUPER -SOLV

Solvent Cleaner
Maximum Strength / Fast dry
Designed to solv your toughest
cleaning tasks:

USE WITH EXTREME

CAUTION !

Quarts # BSX
5 Gallon # BSX-5



C4 BRAKE & SOLVENT

HI-SOLV

Pre Paint Solvent Cleaner
Fast, super strong pre-painting solvent
100% delivery to surface
prevents reapplication of
contaminants that can occur
with wipers. Leaves surface clean and dry
with no oily film. Improves adhesion of top
coats to primer, plastic, and urethane

20 oz. Aerosol # AHS

HI-SOLV

Solvent Cleaner
The Ultimate Solvent
Fast, super strong pre-painting solvent.
Leaves surface clean and dry
with no oily film.
Improves adhesion of top coats
to primer, plastic and urethane
This solvent will replace all other solvents.

20 oz. Aerosol # AHS
Quart # BSH
Gallon # BSH-1
5 Gallon # BSH-5


